CS5248: Systems Support for Continuous Media
Fall 2012
Project Presentations

Presentation Schedule: 21 & 22 Nov 2011

Location: LT15 (Note: this is NOT the classroom)

Wednesday, 21 Nov 2012
6:30 pm to 6:50 pm: Team 5 - Hu Kailun, Zhang Zhongyuan
6:50 pm to 7:10 pm: Team 14 - Mathangi Shanmugam, Kirthika Kannan
7:10 pm to 7:30 pm: Team 7 - Amila S. Jayasooria, Dineshchand G. Ravichandran,
   Edwin B. Soenarryo
7:30 pm to 7:50 pm: Team 12 - Uma Chembrolu, Bamdad Bahrani
7:50 pm to 8:10 pm: Team 4 - Anitha Raghunathan, Oliver Vincent,
   Ranjani Malayankulam Ramesh
8:10 pm to 8:30 pm: Team 6 - Arunkumar, Sivara Sasn, Praithheesh Kimpanathan
8:30 pm to 8:50 pm: Team 9 - Suramya Rathnayake, Shank Laianage, Udaya Athukoral

Thursday, 22 Nov 2012
6:30 pm to 6:50 pm: Team 11 - Girisha Durell DeSilva, Nimantha Thushan Baranasuriya,
   Luo Chengwen
6:50 pm to 7:10 pm: Team 10 - Mohammad Mobashir, Enrico Budianto, Kyi Hein
7:10 pm to 7:30 pm: Team 2 - Pang Cong, Ye Feifei, Zuo Rui
7:30 pm to 7:50 pm: Team 1 - Rajiv Ratn Shah, Yap Joon Yong, Teo Yong Kim
7:50 pm to 8:10 pm: Team 8 - Balasubramanian Jayaraman,
   Samarakkodige Janath Raveendra, Lavleen Kaur Jajuha
8:10 pm to 8:30 pm: Team 13 - Aditya Minocha, Rohit Bharadwaj
8:30 pm to 8:50 pm: Team 3 - Rakesh Gurumooorthi, Shahita Anjum Nizar Ahamed,
   Desai Rikesh Aaka Rikeshan

The order of the presentations was randomly chosen by an algorithm.
Instructions for Presentations

Your presentation should consist mainly of a demonstration of your implemented system. You have approximately 20 minutes for your demo (15 minutes for the demo and 5 minutes for Q&A).

The marking is as follows (see also the original Project Description):
(1) Recording a video from your mobile app (5 marks);
(2) Segmenting the video on-the-fly (5 marks);
(3) Uploading the segmented videos from your mobile app (3 marks);
(4) Resuming a failed upload from the same point where the network error occurred (2 marks);
(5) Playing the playlist of your uploaded video from any mobile browser (or app) or desktop browser (5 marks); and
(6) Playing the playlist from your mobile DASH player (10 marks).

Show or point out any particular aspects that you implemented in addition to the basic system. If it is easier for you, you can present a few slides which describe specific aspects of your system.